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The MeToo and TimesUp movements have exposed the level of sexual harassment experienced by women in
the film industry, but this is just the tip of the iceberg. Thanks to the work of women acting in solidarity with
their sisters around the world, in recent weeks it has become increasingly apparent that the international aid
sector has its own shortcomings. We, the undersigned, demand that the aid sector is reformed and the
patriarchal norms which dominate it are rooted out. We stand together to speak out about the violence and
abuse perpetrated against women and girls by men who work within charities. We stand together because our
voices are stronger in unison and have often not been heard when we have stood alone. Patriarchy impacts
women and girls from the global south and women of colour hardest. We acknowledge that these women are
most affected and vulnerable to exploitation and abuse by aid workers, yet are also the least likely to be heard
and least likely to be able to sign on to support this letter. The women who are speaking out now hope to make
international aid a better place for the women who work within it, and for those whose rights we campaign and
advocate for. We are gravely concerned that the culture of silence, intimidation and abuse will continue as
soon as the media spotlight on this issue begins to dim. Trust in our sector can only be restored when we ask
and answer the difficult questions and openly challenge those who exploit and hide behind the good work of
many. We encourage everyone who has seen issues which are contrary to the principles of equality and justice,
which are the bedrock of our work, to step forward and speak out and we ask aid agencies to support them. We
ask for three fundamental reforms to shift the patriarchal bias in aid: Sexual harassment , exploitation and
abuse should no longer have to be discussed in hushed tones in our offices. We need effective leadership,
commitment to action and access to resources. It is not enough to develop new policies which are never
implemented or funded - with the right tools we can end impunity at all levels in the sector. ReformAid
AidToo Although this letter focuses on women and girls as the survivors of male perpetrated sexual violence,
we acknowledge that boys and men experience sexual harassment and exploitation too. We further
acknowledge that there are women perpetrators and certainly women who are complicit. However, the scale of
the abuse faced by women and girls is overwhelming and based on global gender inequality. Emphasis does
not mean exclusion, and although male survivors experience this issue less than women and girls and for
different reasons, we stand in solidarity with male survivors as well. Alexia Pepper de Caires, Sarah Martin,
Anne Quesney and Danielle Spencer, as well as more than 1, other female aid workers who live and work in
81 countries. Full list of signatories.
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Everyone remembers, and will probably always remember, exactly where they were and what they were doing
on Tuesday, September 11, After returning to my office after my morning run, but before I got to my desk, all
of my phones began ringing â€” my beeper, my private line, my business phone â€” all ringing
simultaneously. All were people alerting me to the horrific events that had begun to unfold, starting with a
plane crashing into one of the World Trade Center towers. Before I entered into the Queens Midtown tunnel, I
stopped for a moment and looked over in the direction of the World Trade Center and saw nothing but
billowing smoke. Nothing could have prepared me for what I was about to see in person at Ground Zero: I had
lived in a monastery while many of my generation served in Vietnam. I could never truly appreciate the horror
they went through. When I talked to people at Ground Zero who had served in Vietnam, they said this was
more horrific. During the first couple of days, standing there with my FBI raid jacket with "chaplain" on the
back, I was overwhelmed by the number of firemen, policemen and other rescue people who came up to me
saying, "Chaplain, may I speak to you for a moment? As a Passionist, I am called to preach the passion of
Jesus. We offer them hope, consolation, and love. Looking into the eyes of everyone around I saw an inner
wound to the soul itself. God was also present in those eyes, giving us all the strength we needed to go that
extra mile. Most law enforcement and emergency workers do not express emotion. This was not the case that
day. I was standing inside the American Express building when six firemen brought out the body of one of
their own. I said, "Let me offer a prayer. What struck me about the heroism of firemen, policemen, and rescue
workers was their total dedication to the task at hand. Their unyielding hope in looking for survivors amid all
the tons of rubble, dust, glass and steel for more than two weeks showed the true character of each of them.
Their outpouring of generosity reflected the outpouring of generosity from all people of all faiths, with their
prayers and donations. People came together in unity that day. Father Paul Wierichs, C.
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The Seal of Kentucky , featuring the motto. The phrase has been attributed to the ancient Greek storyteller
Aesop , both directly in his fable "The Four Oxen and the Lion" [1] and indirectly in "The Bundle of Sticks".
Similar verses of the New Testament include Matthew In the song Dickinson wrote: By uniting we stand, by
dividing we fall! Clasping his hands and swaying unsteadily, Henry declaimed, "Let us trust God, and our
better judgment to set us right hereafter. United we stand, divided we fall. Let us not split into factions which
must destroy that union upon which our existence hangs. Two months afterward, he died. During his
unsuccessful campaign technically speaking against Stephen Douglas in , Abraham Lincoln gave a speech
centered on the House divided analogy to illustrate the need for a universal decision on slavery across all
states. Since , this phrase has been the official non-Latin state motto of Kentucky. On the Missouri flag , the
phrase is also written around the center circle. Modern political uses[ edit ] Examples of political uses outside
the U. This statement was also a common phrase used in India to garner political support during struggle for
independence from the British Empire. The motto is also used by Ulster loyalists , and can be seen in some
loyalist Northern Irish murals. The Economist edition that appeared during Brexit was entitled "Divided we
fall". The president of the European Council, Donald Tusk , used the motto in his letter of invitation to the
heads of state and government of the EU, for their informal summit in Valletta, Malta, on February 3, Tusk
addressed the motto to the leaders of the 27 member states of the future EU without the United Kingdom. This
song was also performed by Sonny and Cher and Elton John. Geraldo Pino used the phrase in the song "Shake
Hands". In the song " Hey You " performed and written by the band Pink Floyd , a similar term with the same
meaning, "Together we stand, divided we fall", is used. Tupac Shakur used the line "united we stand, divided
we fall.. A slightly different version is mentioned by the heavy metal band Judas Priest in his song "United"
"united we stand, united we never shall fall". It also appears in the song "United", by the Finnish power metal
group Stratovarius. It was also included on their subsequent album Archangel. The phrase "United stand!
Deathcore band Bring Me the Horizon uses the phrase "United we fail, divided we fall. Rowling in her book
Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire says "We are only as strong as we are united, as weak as we are divided.
Transformers show Transformers Prime, this phrase is played upon. As Megatron succeeds in destroying the
Autobot base and chasing out the Autobots after an intense war, he and Starscream visit the ruins with
Starscream commenting. The statement is used in videos released in [6] by the "hacktivist" group Anonymous.
Asian Dub Foundation said in their song called "The Judgement": In Fallout 4 while gaining entrance to the
armory room at the Castle, the password for the terminal is "United We Stand". The Phrase "Divided We Fall"
is used as the title of a play by Bryan Starchman, emphasizing the need for troubled teenagers to come
together in order to stand as one and help each other cope with various problems.
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We Stood Together on September 11 By Father Paul Wierichs, C.P. Everyone remembers, and will probably always
remember, exactly where they were and what they were doing on Tuesday, September 11,

Chapter 5 : We Stood Together on September 11
Bridge of Light (With Bad Influence, When We Stand Together, So What, Pumped Up Kicks, the Bomb, Mr. Know It All
and Criminal) Dec 5, by Various artists.
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We Stand Together. 36K likes. Personal blog for all over the world to share with everyone.

Chapter 8 : We All Stood Together -- Jewish Ritual
#We Stand Together. We are designers, and we have decided to use our craft to share a united message to the nation.
Hate has no home here and #WeStandTogether to design a better place for all.

Chapter 9 : we stood together
We Stand Together. Shining the spotlight on Aboriginal issues in Canada. Every year, WE Charityâ€”through WE
Schoolsâ€” and the Martin Aboriginal Education Initiative shine the spotlight on the successes and challenges of
Aboriginal youth education in the hopes of making this issue a priority in Canada.
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